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Transport is committed to saving the climate:
EU to reduce emissions before 2050 by 60 to 80 percent

f

Reduction of emissions has to become mandatory:
For all modes of transport

Noise pollution by traffic reduced:
Noise-dependent toll for trucks, silent brakes
for freight waggons
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Priority for investments:
Restore trans-border connections
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Secure fair competition:
Who is responsible for the costs also needs to pay for them

f

Cut climate-damaging subsidies:
More than 30 billion euros per year for climate-damaging
aviation is too much

f

Make sustainable mobility easier:
Connect European information and ticketing systems

EU-Passenger Rights guaranteed for everyone:
No matter if by bus, train, ship or plane
Clever investments:
No EU-funds for train station „Stuttgart 21“,
priority for connection of missing links in rail network
Against toxic emissions:
Almost no sulphur in ship exhaust fumes by 2020
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changing euRoPe‘s mobility
is the only Way to PRotect
the climate and save mobility.
Transport is not only responsible for 24 percent
of all greenhouse emissions, moreover its CO2
emissions have risen by 22 percent since 1990,
while the manufacturing industry managed to
reduce its emissions by 38 percent. This way
the transport sector is diminishing achievements
worth billions, made by other sectors.
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Road traffic causes more than 72 percent of
environmentally harmful emissions of transport.
Energy intensive aviation is booming and has
increased its emissions by almost 80 percent
since 1990. The maritime sector remains almost
unregulated, although it increased its annual
output since 1990 by 22 percent.

71.8 % Road trafﬁc

It cannot go on like this and we have already
convinced the EU about it. The ”white paper on
transport“ binds the sector to save the climate:
greenhouse gas shall be reduced by 60 to 80
percent before 2050.

develoPment
of emissions
by sectoR since
1990 = 100 %

the PooR caRbon footPRint of
tRansPoRt is a Result of an
unsustainable mix of mobility.
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12.9 % aviation

Eco-friendly rail only covers 16 percent of
cargo and only 7 percent of passenger transport.
Cycling as a healthy way of transport stays
underdeveloped at 8 percent.

0.8 % others
0.6 % Rail transport

eu-taRget: Reduction
by 20 % from 2008 until
2030. this means + 7 % of
the emissions produced
in 1990 before 2030
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eu-taRget:
Reduction of 60 %
of the emissions
produced in 1990
before 2050
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„
“
the principles of
the market economy
do not apply to the
transport sector.

Johannes Ludewig,
former CDU-state secretary
in the Federal ministry of
Economic Affairs

the boom of climate killeRs is the
Result of WRong Political decisions:
that is Why climate-damaging tRansPoRt
is cheaP While eco-fRiendly tRansPoRt
Remains too exPensive.
Airlines in Europe receive more than 30 billion euros
due to annual subsidies. Every car in the EU imposes
unsettled costs of 1,600 euros on average, which have
to be paid by the climate and the community.
The environmental-friendly rail however has to pay:
Every locomotive in the EU has to pay a toll for every
kilometre of railway. Road toll is not mandatory in the
EU and capped. In Germany for example, there is only
a toll on some federal roads for trucks with a weight
of 7.5 tons and above.
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… gets subs
idies. Exem
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164 euros
standard price

… pays toll on railways,
energy and value added
tax, as well as emission
certiﬁcates.

sustainable mobility is no luxuRy,
but PRofitable foR eveRyone.
Only when the privileges of aviation and rail transport
are stopped, there will be a fair chance for sustainable
transport. We the Greens are therefore proposing a
triad of transport policy:

f

1. AVOIDING unnecessaRy tRaffic
2. SWITCHING to eco-fRiendly tRansPoRt
3. IMPROVING efficiency

This will not only protect climate and purse, but also
physical health. Currently almost 26,000 people are
dying every year in road accidents in Europe. Many
more are suffering from noise and air pollution, which
deals a serious threat for health in the long run.

more than 80 percent
of European citizens
are now living in cities
in which the limit for
air pollution is being
exceeded regularly.
noise threatens wellbeing as well: according
to the World Health
Organisation (WHO)
noise pollution has
become the second
most common risk
to health.
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